Abstract: Spatial club convergence is a group of regions which are adjacent to each other in space and have similar initial conditions and structural features while converging towards the same steady state in the economic development. Based on the Solow model, this paper builds a theoretical model to prove the mechanism of spatial club convergence. The spatial club convergence process is explored in inland China, using the case of the Zhongyuan urban agglomeration during the years of 1993-2009. This region has been experiencing a dramatic economic development and serves as an ideal test bed of the theory of spatial club convergence. The results show that in the two periods of 1993-1999, and 1993-2009, there was spatial club convergence in the 56 regions of Zhongyuan urban agglomeration of China. The respective convergence rates were 2.0% and 1.0%. Hence, both theoretical deduction and empirical studies verify the hypothesis of spatial club convergence.
Introduction
The club convergence concept has been widely applied to the analysis of regional economic growth [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . With the development of spatial econometrics, the spatiality of club convergence has received growing attention [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . The increasing empirical evidence suggests that regional economic growth is not isolated. Instead, there are interactions among regional economies. There are concentrated areas or clusters of developed regions and of less developed regions. The forms of these regional clusters are apparent and have different development levels that can be associated with them. If we can prove that these regional clusters are convergence clubs, because of their distinctive spatial attributes and pattern of change and development over time, we have every reason to separate such spatially dependent convergence clubs from convergence clubs taken in a more general sense, and define this category of phenomena as spatial convergence clubs.
If the spatial convergence club exists, there will be a new type of convergence which causes it to develop, termed spatial club convergence. This is a natural relationship between results and processes. However, for the time being, very little literature has proposed that spatial club convergence should be accepted as a formal concept and explored theoretically and empirically. Studies in this area have just started within the last few years [14] . Related research focused on the spatial attributes of club convergence under the original analytical framework of non-spatial club convergence. To analyze the effect of spatial relationships between regions, spatial externalities or spatial spillovers of regional economic growth must be associated with club convergence [15] . There is no clear definition of the concept of spatial club convergence, with very few detailed studies club of spatial convergence as a type of regional convergence in the developing countries. This paper seeks to lay the theoretical groundwork for the hypothesis of spatial club convergence in inland China. The paper explores the problem of classical club convergence in the context of spatial characteristics of regional economic Sustainability 2017, 9, 1189 2 of 14 growth. It also introduces spatial spillover theory into the neoclassical economic growth model. In order to conduct an empirical test of this new model of spatial club convergence, we have chosen Zhongyuan urban agglomeration in Henan Province, China, as a case to test the hypothesis of spatial club convergence and to verify its applicability. This area has been undergoing very rapid economic development and such dynamic and well-documented economic growth is an ideal test bed of the theory of spatial club convergence since new economic clusters have been forming in this area due to the rapid growth taking place [16, 17] . Finally, we discuss the issues of the methods and data, and conclude the plan of further exploration.
The Hypothesis of Spatial Club Convergence

The Limitations of the Theory of Classical (Temporal) Club Convergence
According to the classic definition of Barro and Sala-I-Martin, club convergence means that a group of regions which have similar initial conditions and structural characteristics will converge over time to the same steady economic state [18] . As in all other traditional concepts of mainstream economics, the concept of club convergence of Barro and Sala-i-Martin has no specific spatial connotation. It has a temporal dimension only [19, 20] . There are obvious limitations in the theory of temporal club convergence with respect to spatial factors such as proximity and clustering.
Firstly, it ignores the aspects of regional economic growth that have a spatial correlation component. More and more spatial econometric research reveals that the spatial correlation of regional economic growth is universal [21] . The concept of club convergence in the temporal dimension actually treats regional economies as 'islands' in the economic space, and under this assumption, the existence and formation mechanism of club convergence is likely be misjudged. Laurini et al. pointed out that if the spatial correlation of regional economic growth is not considered [7] , the results of ordinary least squares (OLS) convergence models will be biased or even wrong. In these traditional convergence models, there is no consideration of the phenomenon of spatial autocorrelation, and it is therefore not included in the error terms.
Secondly, traditional club convergence models ignore the facts of cases of regional economic growth where there is spatial heterogeneity and clustering. Dall'erba pointed out that spatial heterogeneity means that economic behavior is unstable in space [22] , and that club convergence is characterized by multiple locally steady equilibrium states. Club convergence shows significant inner spatiality [23, 24] . If we carefully observe the spatial distribution of convergence clubs in the temporal dimension and its member regions, we will find two neglected phenomena. Firstly, the recognition of convergence club in temporal dimension is only one type, and cannot reflect the number of this type of convergence clubs. Even in Quah's Twin Peaks hypothesis [25] [26] [27] , each 'peak' only represents one kind of convergence club, which cannot fully reflect all quantitative information about such convergence clubs. Secondly, in the temporal convergence club, most regions cluster in space, that is, the regions are neighbors and form a contiguous distribution in space. However, some regions in space are discrete, not connected with other regions in space. In this way, when explaining the formation mechanism of club convergence with regions which are not connected in space, as would happen often in a spurious correlation analysis, it is easy to overlook some important information or to join inconsistent information with the objective facts, leading to incorrect conclusions.
The Basic Idea of the Hypothesis of Spatial Club Convergence
In order to overcome the limits of the approach of purely temporal club convergence, we believe that it is necessary to advance the concept of spatial club convergence, based on the phenomena of spatial correlation, spatial heterogeneity and clustering of regional economic growth, to fully describe the spatial concentration or regional clustering phenomenon associated frequently with regional economic growth. This paper defines spatial club convergence as follows: it is the economic growth (or decline) of a group of regions which are spatially adjacent and have similar initial conditions and structural characteristics that converge to the same steady state [28, 29] . If there is spatial club convergence among regions, they will form a spatially convergence club. This concept of spatial club convergence emphasizes the spatial characteristics of the regions. That is, these regions are adjacent in space. The condition of regions which are spatially adjacent clearly differentiates spatial club convergence and temporal club convergence, because the latter has no provisions as to whether the regions of a convergence club are spatially adjacent to each other or not.
What is the formation mechanism of spatial club convergence? What are the differences between the formation mechanism of spatial club convergence and temporal club convergence? We consider that the formation mechanism of spatial club convergence has identical characteristics with temporal club convergence and also has its own spatial aspects. According to the neoclassical growth theory, the similarity of the initial condition and structural characteristics determines that a group of regional economies will have the same balanced growth paths, and their economic growths paths will converge to a steady state, which is due to mutual convergence. Putting this situation into a spatial context and based on methods of new economic geography, we propose that spatial spillover effects play a very important role in spatial club convergence. The spatial spillover concept is an important analytical tool within new economic geography. The studies of Rumayya and Erlangga [30] , Egger and Pfaffermayr [31] , Olejnik [9] , Pfaffermayr [10] proved that spatial spillover plays an important role in the relationship between geography and growth. Spatial spillovers frequently exist among and between regional economies. The mechanisms by which spatial spillovers induce spatial club convergence include the following factors. First, spatial spillover influences the economic growth of the target regions through the economic growth rate, economic level and random shocks to the neighbor regions. Second, spatial spillover induces regional economic structures that tend to be similar as a result of flows of factors such as raw materials, through emulation associated with learning and imitation among adjacent regions. The role of these two factors is propitious to the formation of similar balanced growth paths in spatially adjacent regions. Spatial club convergence is also subject to the law of distance attenuation, which implies that adjacency is only one determinant of spatial club convergence and that the patterns of convergence will have a diversity of types and extents. Under conditions of mutual exchange and free flow of goods and other factors of production and influenced by both diminishing marginal returns of factors and spatial spillover effects, the economic growth of a group of regions which are spatially adjacent and have similar initial conditions and structural characteristics will converge to the same steady state.
The Theoretical Model of Spatial Club Convergence
In order to explain the formation mechanism of spatial club convergence, this paper constructs a regional economic growth model which contains spatial spillover effects under the framework of the classical Solow model. This model assumes that an economy contains m homogeneous spatially adjacent regions. Homogeneous means the structural characteristics and initial conditions are the same for the m regions, meeting the assumptions of the classic club convergence [18, 32, 33] . The total output level of region i is co-determined by the scale of capital and labor in this region, as well as spatial spillover effects generated by the scale of capital and labor in neighboring regions. In this model, in addition to the factor inputs of capital and labor in the traditional sense, we assume that the spatial spillover effect is an indirect investment factor of production; in addition, the output change of a target region is caused by the economic behavior of the neighboring regions. Therefore, the economic nature and the first two factors of production are essentially different. This mainly takes the form of differences in output elasticity δ. The model is expressed by the classic Cobb-Douglas production function. See Equation (1) .
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In Equation (1), Y it , A it , K it and L it respectively indicate the total output, spatial spillover effects of neighbor regions, capital stock and labor of region i at time point t. In order to simplify the model, the labor here is directly defined as the effective labor as in the Solow model, instead of dealing with population and exogenous technical level respectively. δ, α and β respectively indicate the output elasticity of these three inputs. The size of A it is determined by the capital and labor inputs of neighboring regions.
Therefore, we define A it in the form of a Cobb-Douglas production function as shown in Equation (2) . Here, we define the spatial spillover level rather than the spatial spillover increment. This is because from a practical point of view, capital and effective labor scale in a certain region determines the economic status in that economy entity. The difference of the relative position between the neighboring regions is the main reason for the spatial spillover. Therefore, we take the above model to characterize the spatial spillover level of neighboring regions.
In Equation (2), K ρt and L ρt respectively indicate the capital stock and labor of the neighbor of region i at time point t (here, ρ indicates all the neighboring regions for region i), τ and γ respectively indicate overflow elasticity of the two input factors in neighboring regions, B is a constant parameter. Except for the special case of the derivation of the follow-up models, we omit the time 't' in the subscript of the model variables.
Based on the classic Solow model, assume that time is continuous, then we analyze the dynamic characteristics of the factor inputs. First, we examine the dynamic characteristics of . A i . Taking the derivative of Equation (2) with respect to time yields Equation (3).
Reordering Equation (3) yields,
Here, we denote
, which respectively indicate the capital and labor growth rate of neighboring regions. Thus, Equation (4) can be transformed into Equation (5).
Further, we denote g A i =
.
A i A i
; we assume that the labor of neighbor regions grows at a constant rate n ρ , g L ρ ≡ n ρ ; thus, Equation (5) can be transformed into Equation (6) .
Second, we examine the dynamic characteristics of K i . Total output is divided into consumption and investment, where the proportion of investment is exogenous and constant. In addition to simplifying the model, we do not consider depreciation. Then, we arrive at the following Equation (7) .
Substituting Equation (1) into Equation (7) yields, Then, the growth rate of capital is:
In order to analyze the changes of capital growth rate in region i, but also to consider . g K i , we arrive at Equation (10) .
Here, we examine the relationship between the fluctuation of capital growth rate of region i . g K i and the capital growth rate of region i g K i . In Figure 1 ,
g K i is negative; specifically g K i is decreasing. It can be seen that regardless of the initial position of g K i it will converge to g * K i
. If the initial g K i is 0, this is a stable point.
Then, the growth rate of capital is:
In order to analyze the changes of capital growth rate in region i, but also to consider
arrive at Equation (10) [ ( 1 ) ] g n  to obtain this result.
In order to test the steady-state situation of the labor and capital growth rate, we perform the following transformation. Set
. For other regions with similar conclusions, it can be expressed as k
We can obtain Equation (12). can be derived as Equation (11) . Here, we apply g L i ≡ n i to obtain this result.
In order to test the steady-state situation of the labor and capital growth rate, we perform the following transformation.
For other regions with similar conclusions, it can be expressed as g k ρ = g K ρ − n ρ . We can obtain Equation (12) .
We perform a similar process to obtain g K ρ and from Equation (6), it then yields Equation (13)
From Equations (6) and (11), we can obtain the relationship among g A i , g * K i
, g K ρ :g A i , which is one of the determining factors of g * K i
, and g K ρ is one of the determining factors of g A i . In addition, the important parameters which determine equilibrium in the model are n i and n ρ (they are respectively the labor growth rates of region i and its neighboring regions). However, in the long run, under the homogeneity assumption, we temporarily relax the homogeneity assumption and choose different Sustainability 2017, 9, 1189 6 of 14 parameters of the effective labor scale (L) and growth rate (n).) We shall meet the following condition: that the growth rate of capital per unit of labor in region i is equal to its neighboring regions, that is the situation set forth in Equation (14):
According to the Solow model, to achieve this equilibrium state, the growth rate of capital per unit of labor shall be 0. In the models used in this article, the regions are all homogeneous, and thus in an equilibrium state. In this theoretical case, they meet the condition that the growth rate of capital per unit of labor in all regions is 0. This is the necessary and sufficient condition for the creation of spatial club convergence. That is expressed in Equation (15):
From Equations (12) and (13), we can obtain Equation (16):
Reordering Equation (16) yields Equation (17):
Substituting the above equation into Equation (13) yields Equation (18):
Reordering Equation (18) yields Equation (19) :
According to Equation (15),
In addition, from Equations (9) and (12), we obtain the results:
Substituting Equation (2) into Equation (23), and applying the equilibrium condition of k * = k * i = k * ρ (According to the above conclusion g * *
and order k * i = k * ρ ) yields Equation (24): ( 
24)
We can then prove that k * is a constant. (In the above equation, we take the log and derivative of (25):
Dividing both sides by L it yields Equation (26):
where
; it then yields Equation (27):
Taking the logarithmic form of k i , we generate Equation (28):
An approximation of . ln k it at point ln k it = ln k * is obtained by use of the first order Taylor expansion. Thus, we obtain Equation (29):
Reordering Equation (29) yields Equation (30):
where λ = (1 − α)n i which is commonly referred to as the convergence rate. In addition, considering
We then obtain the following final equation according to the productivity of labor:
(33)
The above equation is the basic form of the theoretical spatial club convergence model. Through the estimation of the coefficient iny i0 in Equation (33) , one can determine whether a group of regions is subject to spatial club convergence.
An Test of the Hypothesis of Spatial Club Convergence
This paper selects Zhongyuan urban agglomeration of China as a case study area to test the hypothesis of spatial club convergence. Zhongyuan urban agglomeration is a rapidly growing urban area, in which the economic relations among cities are frequent and close, and there is apparently active spatial interaction [16] .
Regions
The case study area is based on Zhongyuan urban agglomeration in Henan Province, China. This area includes nine prefecture-level city administrative divisions: Zhengzhou, Kaifeng, Luoyang, Pingdingshan, Xinxiang, Jiaozuo, Luohe, Xuchang, and Jiyuan. We also take county level administrative regions as another set of basic regional units (this includes counties, county-level cities and municipal districts). However, related economic growth data for the smaller municipal districts are not easy to obtain, so districts under the jurisdiction of prefecture-level cities are merged into several 'urban districts' when performing the data analysis. After this treatment, the Zhongyuan urban agglomeration of China consists of 56 spatially adjacent urban districts, county-level cities and counties (See Figure 2) ; they are collectively referred to as "sample regions".
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Regions
The case study area is based on Zhongyuan urban agglomeration in Henan Province, China. This area includes nine prefecture-level city administrative divisions: Zhengzhou, Kaifeng, Luoyang, Pingdingshan, Xinxiang, Jiaozuo, Luohe, Xuchang, and Jiyuan. We also take county level administrative regions as another set of basic regional units (this includes counties, county-level cities and municipal districts). However, related economic growth data for the smaller municipal districts are not easy to obtain, so districts under the jurisdiction of prefecture-level cities are merged into several 'urban districts' when performing the data analysis. After this treatment, the Zhongyuan urban agglomeration of China consists of 56 spatially adjacent urban districts, county-level cities and counties (See Figure 2) ; they are collectively referred to as "sample regions". 
Data
This paper selects the years between 1993 and 2009 as the study period. The data used are all obtained from the 1994-2010 editions of the Henan Statistical Yearbook where the main data include population, gross domestic product (GDP), and total fixed investment assets in each of the 56 sample regions. Due to the lack of a specific county-level consumer price index data set, we use the province's consumer price index to adjust for inflation when calculating GDP of the county districts, and then obtain the real GDP based on comparable prices in 1990. Because there are no related statistical data of capital stock in the Zhongyuan urban agglomeration, the paper uses investment flow data and the perpetual inventory method to obtain estimates of the capital stock data. In the estimation of capital stock, most scholars use the perpetual inventory method, but there are some problems with this method. Because the earlier the base year chosen, the smaller the impact which the error of capital stock estimates will cause in subsequent years [34] . Therefore, the base time of the national capital stock estimation is often chosen as 1952 in China. However, this paper examines the county capital stock, and one cannot obtain that early an estimate of total investment in fixed assets at the county level due to data constraints. Therefore, there may be some disparities between the measured data in this paper and the real capital stock. However, this paper introduces capital stock as an explanatory variable into the model and focuses on it as a basis for further research, rather than focusing on estimating the capital stock itself, so this potential source of error should not have a significant impact on the main conclusions of the article. K t = (1 − δ) K t−1 + I t , where K t and I t are the respective capital stock and investment for the period t, and δ is a geometric rate of depreciation. The base period capital stock is calculated in accordance with the common method [35] . That is, where K 0 = I 0 /(g + δ),where g is the average annual growth rate of real investment of the sample period, and K 0 and I 0 are the capital stock and investment in the base period. The depreciation rate is 5%, in accordance with the choice of the majority of Chinese investigators [36, 37] . The actual fixed asset investment data are obtained by converting the fixed asset investment price index and are based on constant prices in 1990 yuan. The fixed assets investment price index is replaced by the fixed assets investment in the price index in Henan Province referring to Zhang's method to account for data missing in the period prior to 1996 [38] . These data for the years 1994, 1995 and 1996 for fixed asset investments are obtained by computing the implicit investment deflator index according to Zhang et al. (2004) [35] . Data after 1996 are available, so we use the fixed assets investment price index published in the China Statistical Yearbook. With regard to the sample regions which have experienced administrative changes in the study period, we base the data on the administrative divisions in 2010.
Test of the Hypothesis of Spatial Club Convergence
We use the theoretical convergence model of spatial club convergence mentioned above under the assumptions of regional economic homogeneity, and test whether the 56 sample regions of Zhongyuan urban agglomeration were subject to spatial club convergence in the years 1993-2009.We introduce a spatial weight matrix W to Equation (33) . Two weight matrix types are adopted: first-order contiguity rook-rule matrix (RW) and per capita GDP based weight matrix (GW). Per capita GDP based weight matrix is expressed as:
where per GDPi represents region i's per capita GDP [39] . W is in a standardized form so Equation (33) can be rewritten as a spatial econometric model in Equation (34):
where α is the constant term, and g y i denotes the per capita GDP growth rate of region i. Due to limitations of data availability, we use the population of each sample region to replace the amount of labor actually available in each sample region. ln y i0 denotes the per capita GDP of region i in the initial year, g k i denotes the per capita capital growth rate of region i, g L i denotes the population growth rate of region i, ln k i0 denotes the per capita capital in the initial year of region i, ln L i0 denotes the population in the initial year of region i, v denotes a random error term, and β, ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 , ϕ 3 , ϕ 4 , ϕ 5 and ϕ 6 are the respective coefficients to be estimated for the above variables.
Here, the form of the spatial econometric model used is the spatial cross-regressive model. The basic form of the model is as follows in Equation (35):
where X 1 and X 2 are respective matrixes consisting of two sets of explanatory variables in the model; the difference is that X 1 denotes the explanatory variable matrix of observations of the target region, whereas WX 2 , which is the product of X 2 and W, denotes the explanatory variable matrix of average observations of the neighboring regions of the target region. Abreu et al. (2005) states that this form of the model can be used to capture spatial spillover effects and names this kind of model "the spatial cross-regressive model" [15] . The application of this model can avoid over-reliance on the spatial error model and the spatial lag model. This paper will not repeat the basic form of these two universal applied spatial econometric models. This model not only introduces the conventional non-spatial lag explanatory variables but also introduces some average characteristics of the neighboring regions as the explanatory variables of model. The significant difference of this model from other spatial econometric models is that the spatial lag term is exogenous, thus the presence of these variables does not directly lead to biased estimates of the model, so we can use ordinary least squares (OLS) in the estimation. Therefore, we use OLS to estimate Equation (34) . In order to accurately examine the impact of temporal heterogeneity of regional economic growth to the determination of spatial club convergence, we calculate the regional convergence index σ of the Zhongyuan urban agglomeration of China in the period 1993-2009. σ convergence is measured as:
where y i,t is region i's measurement at Time t, σ t is the standard deviation of observations among n regions. If t + T reaches σ t+T < σ t , these n economies realize σ convergence at Time T. If any time of s > t shows σ s < σ t , these n economies have the consistent σ convergence.
The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 3 .
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where yi,t is region i's measurement at Time t, σt is the standard deviation of observations among n regions. If t + T reaches σt+T < σt, these n economies realize σ convergence at Time T. If any time of s > t shows σs < σt, these n economies have the consistent σ convergence.
The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 3 . According to the calculations of the index of σ convergence, the gap of per capita GDP in 1993-2009 in Zhongyuan urban agglomeration of China has apparent temporal heterogeneity. That is, the income distribution shows different characteristics before and after 1999. Therefore, when estimating the spatial club convergence model, we consider the point 1999 as a time segment, and we estimate the three different periods 1993-2009, 1993-1999, and 2000-2009 respectively to examine if there is spatial club convergence in Zhongyuan urban agglomeration. The estimation results are shown in Table 1 . Standard errors in parentheses and p value in square brackets; * means that the significant level at 10%, ** at 5%, and *** at 1%.
Based on the estimates summarized in Table 1 , we can reach four conclusions as follows.
The first-order contiguity weight matrix is better to describe the spatial spillover than the other weight matrix. It means that location plays a more important role in spatial spillover. Comparing the estimating results of the three periods, the model fit of 1993-1999 is optimal, indicating Zhongyuan urban agglomeration had a significant spatial club convergence in 1993-1999, and the corresponding convergence rate is 2.0%, which is consistent with the empiricalfindingsfor108Europeanregions [40] . For the entire period of 1993-2009, we can also obtain the result that there was significant spatial club convergence, and the convergence rate was 1.0%.
Second, for the significant parameter estimates, the estimated results of φ 5 and φ 6 in 1993-1999 are highly significant, indicating that the initial population of neighboring regions and initial population in the target region are the most important impact factors for the economic growth rate of the target region. However, the two effects are opposite. That is, larger initial population in neighboring regions will help to improve the per capita GDP growth rate of the target region, but a larger initial population in the target region has a blocking role on its own per capita GDP growth rate. This implies that it is easier for a low population area adjacent to a high population area to grow rapidly. In the estimated results in the 2000-2009 period, φ 1 , φ 2 , φ 4 and φ 6 are significant at different degrees, where φ 1 , φ 2 , φ 4 respectively reflect capital and population growth rate of neighboring regions, and the impact of initial capital stock on per capita GDP growth rate of the target region. We can see that these three variables all have positive effects on the per capita GDP growth rate of the target region. This indicates that the target region receives positive spatial spillover effects from the capital and population in the neighboring regions, and the spatial spillover effects play an important role in the process of spatial club convergence in Zhongyuan urban agglomeration.
Third, from the perspective of the spatial dependence test of the set model, Moran's I indicators in the three periods are not significant, which indicate that residuals are not spatially auto-correlated, and ensure that the results of OLS are reliable, after the exogenous spatial lag variables are considered.
Fourth, from the results of the residuals state test (Jarque-Bera method), the 1993-2009 period does not pass the significance test, and the other two periods are significant, indicating that from the point of view of the whole period, there exists significant temporal heterogeneity. Therefore, the selected 1993-2009 period is not suitable for estimation using a single test model.
Conclusions
This paper argues that the concept of club convergence of Barro and Sala-i-Martin is limited to the temporal dimension. This classical club convergence model ignores the reality that regional economic growth has a spatial correlation, spatial heterogeneity and spatial agglomeration (clustering). In order to explain the phenomenon of regional clusters in regional economic growth realistically, it is necessary to explore the spatial attributes of club convergence on the basis of club convergence models in both the temporal and spatial dimensions. This in turn requires the creation of a concept of spatial club convergence. This paper proposes and tests the hypothesis of spatial club convergence.
The paper defines spatial club convergence as the situation where a group of regions which are spatially adjacent and have similar initial conditions and structural characteristics will converge to the same steady state of economic growth. By combining the spatial spillover effects present in the new economic geography and the formation mechanism of club convergence in neoclassical growth theory, the paper proposes the mathematical form of the mechanism of spatial club convergence. More specifically, under the conditions of mutual free trade and exchange and the free flow of factors of production, and as a result of the dual role of diminishing marginal returns of factors and spatial spillover effects, a group of regions which are spatially adjacent and have similar initial conditions and structural characteristics will converge to the same steady state. The paper constructs the theoretical model of spatial club convergence based on the Solow model, and theoretically proves the hypothesis of spatial club convergence. In addition, the paper conducts a club convergence test on the regional economic growth of Zhongyuan urban agglomeration of China in the years 1993-2009, and the results show that in the two periods of 1993-1999, and 1993-2009 , there was spatial club convergence in the 56 regions of Zhongyuan urban agglomeration of China, the respective convergence rates were 2.0% and 1.0%. Hence, both theoretical deduction and empirical studies verify the hypothesis of spatial club convergence.
Spatial club convergence is an increasingly popular field in the study of regional economic convergence. The paper has proposed and tested the hypothesis of spatial club convergence in inland China. However, there are still limitations in the work. The main issue is that the theoretical model in the paper cannot unconditionally draw the conclusion of spatial club convergence in the case where there are major spatial spillover effects from areas that are not adjacent. On the contrary, spatial club convergence is impacted by a variety of conditional constraints. The condition here is not identical with the condition in conditional convergence; and it mainly emphasis the spatial correlation and temporal heterogeneity in regional economic growth. This is different from the classical Solow model which yields unconditional proof of convergence. Therefore, we must perform a condition test to determine the presence of spatial club convergence. The spatial club convergence condition derived from theoretical model is difficult to directly test with empirical data because we cannot obtain the real data for some of the parameters. However, through the inspection of the growth equation, we can indirectly determine whether there is spatial club convergence in the case area, and present limited discussion of the practical significance of the parameters. Secondly, the paper only presents a general analysis of spatial spillover effects. Hence, only some factors from neighboring regions are considered, and no factors from the focal regions are included. In a subsequent study, the source of spatial spillover effects can be refined, thus analysis of the role of a variety of spatial spillover effects in the spatial club convergence should be performed in-depth. In addition, the inclusion of the focal region's factors will lead to a more robust outcome. Thirdly, when analyzing the role of spatial spillover effects in spatial club convergence, as a result of the desire to simplify the problem, we treated neighboring regions as homogenous, ignoring the unique "personality" of each neighboring region of each target region, and only discuss the limited differences of the target region and its neighboring regions. In future work, we shall attempt to discuss the spatial spillover effects of neighboring regions under different conditions from the target region and the corresponding dynamic characteristics. The 56 sample regions in Zhongyuan urban agglomeration of China were chosen without regional grouping and selection, which may affect the test results of the hypothesis of spatial club convergence. In addition, more case studies are needed in other areas to perform rigorous empirical testing of the spatial club convergence concept.
